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Chapter 1

A more systematic approach is required

Both the systems department and
the customer need estimates

Even the best-managed projects
will sometimes overrun
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The main reason for developing any computer system is that it
should benefit the business. The benefit could derive from
increasing efficiency, from gaining an edge over competitors, or
from complying with legislation. Whatever the objective, the
customerneeds estimatesof the cost and timescale for developing
a proposed system in order to be able to assess its net benefit.
The systems department also needs these estimates in order to
decide whether it has adequate resources to meet its deadlines.
Constraints on resources maylimit the speed at which the system
can be developed, and reduce the benefits that might be expected
to derive from it.
The customer authorises the project to proceed on the basis of
the estimates, and expects that the system will be delivered more
or less within the agreed timescale and budget. If, during the
course of the project, it becomes apparent that the budget will
be exceeded bya significant amount, the organisation could be
faced with the difficult choice either of continuing to fund the
development, with therisk that it may be throwing good money
after bad,or of cancelling the project and writing off the whole
investment.
Since most systems developmentprojects involve some elements
of technical or commercial risk, and since the estimating process
is, itself, fraught with difficulties, budget overrunswill occur from
time to time, even on the best-managed projects. In this paper,
wepresent a practical approach to estimating that is within the
capability and budgetsof most systems departmentsto implement,
and that will ensure that estimates are as accurate as possible.

SLIPPAGES AND OVERRUNS ARE A COMMON
FEATURE OF DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

Ouranalysis of data submitted for PEP assessments reveals that
about 40 per cent of projects exceed their estimated cost or
timescale for the main-build stage. Typically, timescale slippages
and effort overruns range from 30 to 40 per cent, but there are
also some very large variations, as shown overleaf in Figure 1.1.
It should be noted that this data represents slippages and overruns
based on estimates madeat the start of the main-build stage.If
data had been recordedforestimates madeat the start of projects,
it is likely that slippages and overruns would have been
significantly greater.

If those involved in producing estimates learned from experience,
one would expect as many overestimates as underestimates. In
fact, only about 2 percent ofprojects in the PEP database were
delivered in less than the estimated time, and less than 10 per
cent were delivered with less than the estimated effort. This
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 Figure 1.1 Slippages and overruns are a commonfeature of development projects
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indicates either that organisations produce estimates that areconsistently too optimistic, or that projects are not well controlled,or both. Whatever the reason, it is clear that the net benefitsgained from nearly half the projects undertaken by PEP membersare less than expected, and in some cases, the development mightneverhavebeenstartedif its costs and timescales had been knownat the outset.

THE ESTIMATING PROCESSIS FRAUGHT WITHDIFFICULTIES
The experience of the vast majority of PEP membersindicatesthatit is difficult to make accurate estimatesof the time andeffortinvolved in a systems developmentproject. There are three mainreasons for this ♥ the nature of estimating is, itself, oftenmisunderstood, estimating is inherently imprecise, and there areno estimating techniques that will be universally applicable.
THE NATURE OF ESTIMATESIS OFTEN MISUNDERSTOOD
The data on slippages and overrunsillustrated in Figure 1.1suggests that many PEP members perceive an estimate as being☁the most optimistic prediction that has a non-zero probability ofcoming true☂. According to Tom DeMarco, a well known writeron the subject of estimating, this is a common, but misguided,definition of an estimate. An alternative view, held by manydevelopers,is that an estimateis ☁the highest figure likely to beaccepted☂; this approach to estimating is likely to be adoptedwhere fundingis sought for a research type of project.
A more useful concept of an estimate is that it consists of apredicted value, and a range of uncertainty about that predicted An unbiasedestimate is equallyvalue, as shownin Figure 1.2. An unbiased estimate is one that likely to be exceeded oris equally likely to be exceeded or undershotby the actual value. undershot
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Figure 1.2 An estimate consists of a predicted value and a range of

uncertainty about that predicted value
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The range of uncertainty will define a range of values within
which the eventual outcome might be expectedto lie, say, 90 per
cent of the time.
The range of uncertainty of an unbiased estimate varies according

The range of uncertainty of an to the stage of the development project at which the estimate is
estimate diminishes as the made, as shown in Figure 1.3. At the very early stages of

development proceeds development, there is a wide range of uncertainty, becauselittle
is knownabout the system other than a general statement of the
 
Figure 1.3 The range of uncertainty varies according to the stage ofthe project at which the estimate is made

Unbiased estimates made at each stage of the project would lie on the
horizontal line. The expected range of uncertainty is defined by multiplying
the unbiased estimate by the values indicated on the Y-axis. Thus, at the
beginning of the initiation stage, the range is from a quarter of the unbiased
estimate to four times this figure.
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requirements. At this point, an estimator may predict, for
example, that 12 man-yearsof effort will be required, but it would
not be surprising if the actual effort were between three and48 man-years. At later stages in the project, the amount ofuncertainty declines, partly because a large proportion of theeffort has already been expended,and partly because much moreis knownabout the detailed requirements and system design.
This concept of an estimate may satisfy a statistician, but thecustomer normally needs to know how much a system will costand whenit will be delivered. Being told that it will probably takeoneyear, but could take two years, or even four years, or possiblyonly six months,is unlikely to inspire confidencein the abilitiesof the development team. Developers are therefore usuallyrequired to commit to a particular delivery date and cost. Giventhe commonpressures on costs and timescales, developers willusually propose targets that are within the range of uncertaintyof the estimates, but towards the lower end. The inevitable resultis that most projects overrun the budget andare deliveredlate.Customers accuse the developers of being inefficient, anddevelopers blame the customers for setting unrealistic objectives.This situation is of benefit neither to the customers, nor to thedevelopers, nor to the organisation as a whole.
SOFTWARE ESTIMATING IS INHERENTLY IMPRECISE
Oneofthe main problemsin estimating developmentcosts is thatmost new systems include some technical features that are newto the organisation☂s development staff, and there is thereforeno experience on which to base those parts of the estimatesaffected by the new features. Where a developmentproject usesnew hardwareor software products, there will belittle experiencewithin the industry as a whole, and certainly no standardmeasures of productivity that will help an organisation to assesshow the new products will affect estimates within its owndevelopment department.
Furthermore,the time and effort required for apparently similartasks can vary considerably. Often,the variability arises becausedevelopmentstandards are not consistently applied. For example,Some systems may undergo months of rigorous testing before beingaccepted, whereas others are subjected to only minimal testing.A rigorously tested system could easily absorb twice the develop-ment effort of a minimally tested system. In addition, there arevariations in the experience levels of the team members,in theinvolvement of the users, and in managementpractices. All ofthese factors increase the variability in productivity, and hence,development time and effort, between different project teams.
The fact that actual costs and effort are often not reportedcorrectly gives rise to further problems. Indeed, many organi-sations unwittingly give experiencedproject managers scopeforhiding overruns in budgets such as ☁administration☂ or ☁main-tenance☂, or for transferring costs from overspending to under-spending projects.
The net result of all these uncertainties on development projectcosts and timescalesis illustrated in Figure 1.4, which shows thewidevariability of productivities (as measured by the productivity

The time and effort required forapparently similar tasks canvary considerably

Actual costs and effort are oftennot reported correctly
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essential to remove as much
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work on estimating was not
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Figure 1.4 Marked variations in productivity are not uncommonwithin

a single organisation
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index, or PI value) on a sample of seven systems developed by
one organisation. This is by no means the most extreme case in
our database, although many PEP membersare achieving much
more consistent PI values than this.
Consider what would happenif the organisation whosePI values
are illustrated in Figure 1.4 were to baseits estimates on the
assumptions that all its projects are developed at the same
productivity, and that it could estimate the size of its systems
accurately. Compared with the effort and time actually used, the
estimates would havethe levels of accuracy shownin Figure 1.5,
overleaf. The solid lines through the origins of these graphs
representperfect estimates, and the dottedlineseitherside rep-
resent estimates with a level of accuracy of plus or minus
25 per cent. Only twoof the seven projectsfall within this range
for estimated effort, and only one for estimated time. Unlessthis
organisation were to be more consistent about the way in which
it develops systems,it would be unlikely to improveits estimating
skills beyond the level illustrated in Figure 1.5. For this
organisation, and for many othersin a similar position, the first
steps in improving the accuracy of estimates are to understand
the reasons for such variability in the development environment
and to remove as muchofit as possible.

NO ESTIMATING TECHNIQUE WILL BE UNIVERSALLY
APPLICABLE

Some of the early theoretical work on estimating was based on
the assumption that there were universal formulae that would
apply to any development project, and that would produce
accurate estimates. Those who derived these formulae, or
☁models☂, were attempting to define a relationship between the
size of the system, usually measured in terms of the numberof
linesof code, andthe effort and time required to develop it. Many
of them showeda surprising lack of scientific rigour in their
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 Figure 1.5 To improve the accuracy of estimates, it is important to remove as much variability as possible fromthe development environment

If the organisation whose PI values areillustrated in Figure 1.4 were not aware of the variability in its developmentprojects, it might naturally assume that all projects are developed with about the same productivity and thereforeestimate an average level of effort or time for projects, depending on their size. Plotting the estimated effort and timeactually used would produce the graphs shown. Only two of the estimates of effort and one of the estimates of timefall within the boundaries that define a range of accuracy of plus or minus 25 per cent.
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approach. Most of the models were derived from measurementsof a small set of projects of a similar nature, and were not testedon projects developed in other organisations. When others haveattempted to verify the models, the positions have been asinaccurate as those shownin Figure 1.5.
These results are not surprising in the light of the earlierdiscussion. Each organisation has its own way of developingsystems,andits staff have different levels of skills and experiencefrom those in other organisations.It is unreasonable to expect thatthe resulting differences in productivities between organisationscould be modelled by a single formula.
The theoretical studies have shown, however, that the formulaecan provide reasonable estimates of developmenttime and effortfor a particular organisation, provided the models are calibratedto take accountof that organisation☂s productivity. The calibrationcannot be donejust once;it will need to be modified when newlanguages, computers, operating systems, design methods, CASEtools, and development methodsare introduced. Someof these Estimating formulae can bechanges may havevery significant effects on systems develop- useful if the models are cali-ment productivity, and it must be recognised that the accuracy tee toae Naeoeof estimatesis likely to diminish for a time after a major change own development practices .....in developmentpracticesis introduced. As experienceis gainedwith the changed development methods, estimating accuracyshould rise to its previouslevels, provided the estimating modelsare recalibrated to take account of the new environment.
Evenif the development methodsused do not change much overtime, the people in the organisation will. Some leave, somejoin,
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and those who stay become more experienced and may undergo
various forms of training. There is a reluctance to measure the
performance levels of individual developers, except in very
general terms,so it will not usually be possible to assess directly
the effect of these changes on overall development productivity.
Nevertheless, the systems development manager needs to be
aware that such changes may be taking place, and to measure
their effects on the development process for all projects ♥ for
example, by keeping track of the changes in the Productivity
Index.

STRUCTURE OF THE PAPER
Some ofthe organisations we surveyed during the course of our
research for this paper have recognised the problems discussed
above, and have taken steps to address them. The advice wegive
in this paperis therefore not merely theoretical, but has been put
into practice by someorganisations with positive results. By being
moresystematic in their approach to project estimating, systems
development managers can effect quite dramatic improvements
without necessarily making a large investment of time or
resources.
In Chapter 2, we argue that estimates can be improved only if
a programmeis initiated to introduce moreconsistent estimating
procedures. One person, or a small group of people, should be
appointed to ensure that the nature of estimates is clearly
understood, both by developers and their customers, that con-
sistent estimating proceduresare defined, that measurements of
past projects are made and stored so that they can be used as a
basis for calibrating estimating techniques, and that the accuracy
of the estimates is constantly monitored.
The accuracy of estimates may be improved further by the
selective use of techniques and models, not all of which are
currently in widespread use. The various types of techniques
available are discussed in Chapter3. No one estimating technique
will be more accuratein all circumstances than any other ♥ each
has different strengths and weaknesses. Weexplain the basis on
which each technique is founded and discuss where the use of
each would be most appropriate.
While these techniques have some features in common,each also
has unique features. To ensure that an appropriate set of
techniques is available to the development department, we
provide guidelines in Chapter 4 on selecting those that are best
suited to an individual organisation and to a particular stage of
the developmentlife cycle, choosing tools to support them where
appropriate, andcalibrating the tools to a particular development
environment.

RESEARCH SOURCES
Wecarried out a review of the published literature on estimating,
which revealed that while considerable effort has been expended
on developing models of the systems development process, very
little has been putinto validating the accuracy of the predictions
produced by them. We also consulted our colleagues at the

24
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Cranfield IT Institute, who have studied recent developmentsin
the field, and offer a training seminar on estimating. For
information on the practical application of estimating techniques,
we held detailed discussions with several PEP members. We
should like to offer our special thanks to Ann Eldred of the
FI Group for providing particularly valuable information on thesuccessful implementation of estimating techniques within herorganisation, and to Paul Rook, an independent consultant andmember of the Esprit Mermaid project team, who providedinformation on the state of the art in using function-pointtechniquesfor estimating purposes.In the courseof the researchfor this paper, we visited the suppliers of the most widely usedestimating tools in the United Kingdom and attendeddemonstrations, in order to understand thefacilities that theyprovide.
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Chapter 2

Allocating responsibility for improving: the

Good estimating requires that
data on past projects should

be collected

Staff should be assigned to the
estimating group for a
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maximum of six
months

estimating process

In Chapter 1, we identified some of the factors that make
estimating so difficult and so inexact. One of the main problems
is the variability in development productivity, both between
different organisations and on different projects within the same
organisation. Systems development departments can improve the
accuracy of their estimates by measuring the productivities of
their own development projects, by attempting to reduce the
variability in the development environment, and by making
allowancesfor the effect on productivity of the factors whose
variability cannot be reduced.
Estimates can therefore be improved only if data about past
developmentprojectsis collected, and if consistent development
procedures are used. Collecting the data and ensuring that the
proceduresare consistent would normally be part of the responsi-
bilities of a nominated individual or a small group of people.
Throughouttherestof this report, we shall, for convenience,refer
to this as the estimating group, evenif it consists of only one part-
time person.
Some organisations have assigned staff to work full time in the
estimating group, but experience has shownthat after about six
months,the accuracyof the estimates produced by an individual
decreases. Our adviceis that staff should be assigned to workfull
time in the estimating group for no more than six monthsat a time.
It may be preferable, even for large systems departments, to have
a panelof estimators, of about project-manager grade, who can
be called upon to makeestimates as and when required, but whose
main job is developing systems. The benefits of this are that they
maintain contact with the problems that occurin real projects and
that they have an opportunity to use estimating techniques on
a regular basis.
The main tasks of the estimating group are:
♥ To educate development staff and customers about the

nature of estimates.
♥ To define estimating procedures.
♥ To collect data about projects to provide the basic input for

estimating techniques.
♥ To measure the accuracy of the estimates.

EDUCATE DEVELOPMENT STAFF AND CUSTOMERS
ABOUT THE NATURE OF ESTIMATES
Wehave seen that while exceeding estimated time and effort on
a project is a commonoccurrence,it is unusual for a project to
be finishedinless time or with less effort than estimated. In many
cases, estimates are undoubtedly too optimistic. Sometimes,
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however, estimates are exceeded because they are not trueestimates, but targets set for the developers, or chosen by a desireto win the business.
Thefirst essential task of the estimating groupis to educate boththe developers and the customers so they understand that anestimate is an unbiased assessment of how long and how mucheffort it is likely to take a team to develop a particular system.A true estimate is not influenced by external factors such aspersonal ambition on the part of the project manager,or a desireto ensure that the project is authorised to proceed. The degree Everyone involved shouldof uncertainty associated with an estimate must also be clearly understand why there isunderstood ♥ the uncertainty reflects the inherent and irreducible uncertainty about everyvariability in the development process as much as the imprecision estimatein the estimating process.
Specifying the range of uncertainty in an estimate may appearto give the project manageran excuse for exceeding the estimate.To removeany suspicionsthat he is building unnecessary slackinto the estimate, the project manager should involve thecustomerfully in the estimating process, should be open aboutthe progress of the project by informing him of problems as theyoccur, and should involve him in replanning (and re-estimating) The customer should be involvedthe project when necessary. As an organisation☂s estimating ability in the estimating processimproves, someprojects will continue to exceed their estimates,but an equal number should be delivered under estimate. As aconsequence, customers should begin to realise that the estimatesare genuinely unbiased, and should begin to make allowances intheir own budgeting for the uncertainty of the estimates.

DEFINE ESTIMATING PROCEDURES
Any two people asked to produce an estimate for the developmentof the same system are likely to produce two very differentanswers. Part of the reasonfor the difference will be that eachhas made different assumptions about the activities required toproduce the system,andpart will be that each hasdifferent ideasabout how long each task oughtto take. Both may be right aboutsomeaspects of the estimates, butthere is no wayof telling whois right about which aspects. In order to ensure that, as far aspossible, estimates are consistently produced, and are notdependent on the prejudices and experiences of particular Estimates must not depend onindividuals, it is essential that a set of proceduresis defined for the prejudices of particularestimating, the essential components of which are described individualsbelow.

A STANDARDSET OF ACTIVITIES
To eliminate the variability caused by developing systems indifferent ways, estimates need to be related to a standard set ofstages, and to activities within stages. Different sets of activitiesmaybe used fordifferent types of projects, such aslarge or smallprojects, or for projects that use a prototyping approach. Mostorganisations are already using methods based on a standarddevelopmentlife cycle, such as that shown in Figure 2.1. Theestimating procedure should ensurethat all estimates are basedon the activities for each stage of the life cycle.
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Figure 2.1 The estimating procedures should take accountofall

activities at each stage of the developmentlife cycle

 Preliminary survey
Determine scope and objectives of stage
Investigate problem and determine need

 Feasibility study
Determine requirements
Identify and evaluate solutions

 Systems analysis
Investigate current business operation
Establish user requirements

 Business design
Design local process
Produce outline system test plan

 Technical design
Identify programs
Produce database definitions

 Coding
Design, code, and test program A
Design, code, and test program B

 System testing
Perform system tests
Review results of system tests

 Acceptancetesting
Perform acceptancetests
Review results of acceptance tests

 Implementation
Perform take-on and conversion
Cut over to operational running

  Post-implementation review
Review operational system
Obtain sign-off from users  
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GUIDELINES ON WHEN TO PRODUCE ESTIMATES
Estimates should not be produced just once at the start of aproject, but should be updated at specific points in thedevelopmentlife cycle. The endsof the stages are natural pointsat which to revise estimates. Organisations may not wish to re-estimate formally at the end of every stage, but the estimatingprocedures must define the points at which it should be done. Asa minimum, new estimates should be produced at the end of thefeasibility study, and at the endof the requirements specification.It would also be advisable to undertake a re-estimating exercisebefore starting coding, since a large proportion of the effort istypically consumed betweenthestart of coding and thestart oflive operation.
The end-of-stage estimates are formal exercises that shouldinclude people not participating in the day-to-day activities of theproject as well as those directly involved. In addition to theseformalestimates, the project manager should be making his ownre-assessments of the estimates on a regular basis.
RESPONSIBILITIES FOR PRODUCING ESTIMATES
The procedures should define whois responsible for producingestimates. It may not necessarily be the same person or group foreach formal estimating exercise. We suggest that the estimatinggroup should be responsible for producingthefirst estimate forall projects, andall subsequentre-estimates on larger projects. Onsmaller projects, the project manager could be responsible for end-of-stage re-estimates, with provision for a full re-estimatingprocedure being carried out by the estimating group if theestimates change by more than a specified amount.
Ultimate responsibility for devising effort and timescale plansshould, however, lie with the project manager. All the PEPmembers wespoketo in the course of the research for this paperemphasised the importance of the project manager☂s setting hisowntargets so that he feels committed to meeting them. Most PEPmembers whohaveset up a separate estimating group require thatdifferences between formal estimates and a project manager☂stargets shouldbe investigated, and authorisation for the projectto proceed should be given only when thereis a satisfactoryresolution of the different views.
SPECIFICATION OF THE TECHNIQUES TO BE USED
There are many estimating techniques, as we discuss inChapter 3. The standards should specify which techniquesto useat each estimating point in the project. The input data requiredfor each technique should be defined and a proceduregiven forcollecting it. For example, several techniques use function pointsas an estimate ofthe size of a system, so the procedures shouldgive guidelines on how to count function points, and provide astandard form or computer program that can be used to calculatethem.

A STANDARD SET OF FORMS
In producing estimates, a large numberof factors needs to beconsidered, particularly when constructing ☁bottom-up☂ estimates.

Estimates should be updatedat specific points in thedevelopmentlife cycle

Ultimate responsibility fordevising effort and time-
scale plans rests with
the project manager

For each estimating technique,the data and the procedurefor collecting it should
be specified
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In orderto be sure that no factor is omitted, it is advisable to use
a set of forms for building up estimates. An example of part of
such a set of forms is shownin Figure 2.2. These forms are used
both for estimating and for collecting measurements of the
development process.

 
Figure 2.2 In orderto be sure that no factor is omitted, it is advisable

to use a set of forms for building up estimates

An example of part of a set of forms is shown below.
 Project name: Changerecord no.:

System size
 Object occurrence counts:
 

 
 

Taskno. | Deliverable Count No.
34 Options Feasible options
3.7 Approved option outline Online events (Event catalogue)
 Batch events (Event catalogue)
Other function-list entries (Online) 
   Other function-list entries (Batch)  
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
   
 
 
 

 

 
 

Function-point count: Approved option outline |

Work effort
Man-hours Man-hours

Taskno. Task name (estimated) (actual)
341 Identify options
32 Produce high-level design
3.3 Produce system test strategy
3.4 Provide developmentplan(s)
3.5 Cost each option
3.6 Compareforrisks and benefits
ela Present to obtain approval

Total man-hours all standard tasks: |
Total stage effort:
Total man-hoursall tasks for stage (excluding Estimated Actual
overheads)
Skills distribution: Project manager a
 (enter split of total Systems analyst(s)

man-hours across -
applicable resource Systemidesigici()
categories) Programmer(s) 
 Technical reviewers
(outside project team)
Others (specify)   
 
 Start date of development stage
 | End date of developmentstage
  Total duration in working days    
 | Project leader signature: Date: | (Source: Adapted from Legal & General)  
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COLLECT PROJECT DATA TO PROVIDE THE BASIC
INPUT FOR ESTIMATING TECHNIQUES
All estimating techniques require a knowledge of the past. It is
therefore necessary to collect data about past projects in order
to be able to make accurate estimates. However, as we discussed
in Chapter 1, each organisation develops systemsdifferently, and
the conclusions drawn from analysing the data collected by one
organisation may not be applicable to another. Each organisation
must therefore collect and analyse its own measurementdata on
past projects.
Collecting the data is not a time-consuming task, but before data
collection can start, the estimating group must make two
important decisions ♥ which datato collect, and how to collect
it consistently. The set of data collected will be determined by
the estimating techniquesthat are used. As a minimum, however,
data must be collected aboutthe size of each system, and about
the time and effort required to develop it. The time and effort
data should be broken downatleast to the stage level, and where
possible, to the activity level. A sample set of data that should
be collected for each project is shownin Figure 2.3.
The meaning of each data item collected must be consistent from
project to project, so clear definitions are required for each item.
A common area of concern among PEP membersis the precise
definition of a line of code. The definition used for the purpose
of PEP assessmentsis given in the Data Collection Manual, and
runs to about two pages. Manyotherdefinitions are possible, butnone is necessarily ☁correct☂ or better than any other. The
important point is that an organisation should find a definitionthat suits its style of development and use it consistently. Ofcourse, we encourage PEP membersto use the definition given
in the Data Collection Manualbecausethis enables us to compare
the productivities of different organisations.
Unfortunately, development methodsandtools change with time.
Data about Assembler-basedprojects collected 10 or 15 years ago
would havelittle relevance to producing estimates for projects
based on the use of CASE tools or expert systems. The project data
being collected must therefore be kept under review to ensure
that it is relevant for estimating in the current development
environment.
The project data being collected does not necessarily have to be
held in a computer ☁database☂. In fact, one of the organisations
that we talked to in ourresearch, and that had the most advanced
estimating procedures of those we encountered, holdsits historical
data in paperfiles. Another PEP memberholds data about 100
projects in a Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet. Lotus may not be the ideal
package forstoring a database, but it was supplied ☁free☂ within
the organisation, and was therefore a tempting choice for an
estimating group with a small budget. There are many other
PC-based database packages that would also be suitable for
holding project data. For the purposes of PEP assessments, we
use the PADS PC-based metrics database management system
supplied by QSM. This provides both data capture and storage
facilities, and the graphical analysis techniques used in the PEPassessment reports.

14
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Chapter 2 Allocating responsibility for improving the estimating process

 Figure 2.3 The set of data collected for each project will be determined
by the estimating techniquesthat are used, but is
likely to include the itemslisted below

 General system information
Project name
Project manager
Brief description
Planned and actualstart date
Planned and actualfinish date
Planned and actualeffort
Main build elapsed time
Total project elapsed time
Development type ♥ new/modification/package/other

 Programmingstatistics
For each programming language:
♥ Numberof new lines of code
♥ Numberof re-used but modified lines of code
♥ Number of new programs written
♥ Number of programs modified
Lines of code written for data dictionary
Total resulting system size
 Effort statistics
A breakdown ofeffort and timeinto the activities defined by thelife cycle
Within each activity, effort broken down by grade of staff
Peak manpowerfor each stage
 Non-programming costs
Machine-time by stage of project
Cost of software specifically purchased for the project
Cost of hardware specifically purchased for the project
 Estimates produced during project
For each estimate produced at the end of a stage:
♥ Estimated elapsed time
♥ Estimated effort
♥ Estimated program size
♥ Estimated function-point count

 Development environment
Staff turnover
Ability of staff related to required skills
Use of standards/methods
Use oftools
Turnaround times
Hardware reliability
Effort required to develop conversion programs
Difficulty of agreeing on requirements with users
Number of user departments involved in agreeing on requirements  
 

MEASURE THE ACCURACY OF THE ESTIMATES
The prime objective of the estimating group is to improve the
accuracy of systems development estimates. To determine

It is essential to be able to whether improvements are being made,it is essential to be able
measure the accuracy of to measure the accuracy of each estimate. The common measures

each estimate of estimating accuracy are slippage and overrun.For both time
andeffort, these are defined as the difference between the actual
and estimated values, divided by the estimated value. In PEP
assessments, the measures apply only to the main-build stage of
projects. Since we recommend,here, that re-estimates are made
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Chapter 2 Allocating responsibility for improving the estimating process

at the end of most stages during a project, these single measures
of slippage and overrundonotreflect the accuracy of estimating
throughout the project.

A visual method of assessing estimating accuracy is to plot the
actual slippage and overrunfor the estimates madeat each stage
of a project on a diagram similar to the oneillustrated earlier in
Figure 1.3. Perfect estimates at each stage would lie on the
horizontal line, with a value of 1.00. Most projects ought to lie
within the darker shaded area. A high percentagefalling outside
this area indicates poor estimating performance.
Another measure of estimating accuracy is the Estimating QualityFactor (EQF), which was described by Tom DeMarcoin 1982, butwhichis not yet in widespread use. The measure, whichis definedin Figure 2.4, is easy to construct and gives not only a singlenumberthat represents the accuracyof a series of estimates, butalso a graphical representation showing how the estimates havechanged during the course of a project. The use of this measurewill encouragerealistic re-estimates to be made as soon as possibleafter a deviation becomes apparent. The measure results in a valuebetween zero and infinity, where a large EQF corresponds to agood estimate. DeMarco suggeststhat a value of 10 is a reasonabletarget to aim for.
 

Figure 2.4 The Estimating Quality Factor gives not only a singlenumber, which represents the accuracy of a series ofestimates, but also a graphical representationshowing how the estimates have changedduring the course of a project

 

   
     

A
Estimate ofeffort or time End of

design Correction of estimateStage. Auring coding

End ofcoding

s B

rend o
feasibly system
study testing

Initial
estimate

>
: Time c

The line A-B represents the actualtotal effort or time used.
EQF = Area ABCD

Darker shaded area
Poor estimates result in a low value for EQF; good estimatesresult in a highvalue. An EQF of 10 or higher is good.   
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Use of the Estimating Quality
Factor will encourage the
project managerto re-
estimate as soon as a
deviation becomes
apparent
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The Estimating Quality Factor
penalises over- and under-
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estimates equally

In the example shownin Figure 2.4, the initial estimate was much
lower than the actual value, but this was partially corrected at
the end of the feasibility study. At the end of the design stage,
a further correction was made to the estimate, but this turned
out to be an over-estimate. Three further corrections to the
estimate were made before the endof the project. Thefinal total
effort could not, of course, be knownuntil the end ofthe project.
Oncethis value is known,the line A-B can be drawnon the graph.
The darker shaded area then represents the cumulative variance
of the sequenceof estimates. A perfect estimate would have been
at point A initially, and would never have varied. There would
then be no darker shaded area, giving an EQF valueofinfinity.
One advantage of the EQF measure is that it equally penalises
over- or under-estimates, thereby discouraging a tendency to over-
estimate to be on thesafe side.
Someestimators argue that a good estimate can turn out to be
inaccurate because of poor project control. However,if a project
is deviating significantly from theoriginal estimates, re-estimates
should be madeas soon as the slippage or overrun is detected.
Figure 2.5 shows the graph of estimates for a project in such a
situation. Prompt action to correct the estimate minimises the
shaded area, and hence, increases the EQF. The EQF measure

 Figure 2.5 If a project is deviating significantly from the original
estimate, re-estimates should be made as soon asthe slippage or overrun is detected, in order toincrease the Estimating Quality Factor

> > Estimate of effort
or time
 Re-estimate when slippage
or overrun is detected

 
 

Initialestimate  
 y

Time

The line A-B represents the actual total effort or time used.
fee Area ABCD

Darker shaded area  
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Chapter 2 Allocating responsibility for improving the estimating process

therefore rewards both good estimating and good project
monitoring and prompt re-estimating.

The EQF measure can be calculated in a wayto reflect values that
are important to the organisation. For example,if an organisation
places a high value on achieving good estimates as early as
possible, it would be possible to weight the components of the
shadedarea, so that estimates produced nearthestart of a project
have a greater influence on the score than those at the end.
The accuracy of estimates of the costs and timescales of
developmentprojects might be further improvedby selecting andusing appropriate estimating techniques. None will, of course, beuniversally applicable to all organisations or forall stages of adevelopment project. The types of techniques available to thesystems development managerandindicationsof their particularstrengths and limitations are discussed in the next chapter.

18

The Estimating Quality Factor
can becalculated to reflect
values that are important
to the organisation
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Chapter 3

Choosing appropriate estimating techniques

All estimating techniques start
with a measure of the

system☂s size

No one technique is more
accurate in all circum-

   © Butler Cox pic 1990

stances than any
other

There are many estimating techniques, ranging from ☁guessing☂
to complex mathematical models of the developmentprocess, that
can be used to calculate the time and effort required to develop
asystem.All of them require theestimator to start with a measure
of the system☂ssize. Currently, lines of code is the most widely
used measure, although an increasingly used measure is the
inherent amountof functionality delivered by a system. There
are at least three variants on this measure ♥ function points
(devised by A J Albrecht while at IBM), feature points (devised
by T Capers Jones), and Mark II function points (devised by
C Symons of Nolan Norton). All of these variants involve
calculating weighted sums of the numberof features such as files,
transactions, and processing steps. The specification of weights
and the identification of features depends on the estimator☂s
subjective judgement. Two different people are likely to arrive
at significantly different values if asked to estimate a system☂s
size in these terms. However, if an organisation is developing
systemsof a similar type, it will be able to develop its own rules,
and could set up a group of people whospecialise in counting
function points. These measures should ensure consistency forits
own systems.
A third measure of a system☂ssize is based on design character-
istics. One such measure, which was proposed by Tom DeMarco,
is System Bang(or design weight). This measure can be derived
whena system has been represented as a data flow diagram of
the type produced by Yourdon☂sstructured systems analysis. The
technique involves constructing weighted sumsof various items
depicted in the data flow diagrams. The weights are subjective,
and although DeMarco has somesuggestionsasto suitable weights,
he recommendsthat each organisation should derive its own. We
have not heard ofany rigorous attempt to verify whether System
Bang produces accurate and useful measures, although some
organisations are now using it as the basis for their estimating
techniques. One advantageofthis type of technique is that it can
be automatedif CASE tools are used to produce structured system
designs.
No one technique is more accuratein all circumstances than any
other. Each technique requires different input data, and has
different strengths and weaknesses. An organisation should
therefore notrestrict itself to using a single technique, but should
use a range of techniques, selecting appropriate onesat each stage
in the developmentlife cycle. The most widely used types are
discussed further in the rest of this chapter.

THE WIDEBAND DELPHI TECHNIQUE
With all techniques, and particularly modelling techniques,
subjective assessments(of size, complexity, skill, or other factors
pertaining to a particular environment) will have a significant
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Chapter 3 Choosing appropriate estimating techniques

effect on the resulting estimate. It would therefore be unwise torely on the judgement of a single individual, so we recommend
that a groupof people be involvedin any estimating exercise. Thiswill help to reducethe biases, incomplete recall of facts, and errors
to which individuals are prone.
The Wideband Delphi Technique can be used to obtain the best The Wideband Delphi Techniquecombined estimate from a group of people. This technique was can be used to obtain the bestdeveloped by Barry Boehm,a well known writer and speaker on combinedestimate fromsoftware metrics, and consists of six steps, which are described a group ofpeoplein Figure 3.1.

 

Figure 3.1 The Wideband Delphi Technique consists of six steps

 

Coordinator gives a specification to each expert
 

 

Coordinator calls meeting to discuss estimating issues
 

 

Experts independently make estimatesand give them to coordinator  
 

 

Coordinator analyses estimates and tells each expertthe median estimate only
 

 

Coordinator calls a meeting to discuss differences (but theexperts still do not know each other's individual estimates)
 

 
♥  Repeat until consensus is reached   
  Xx

4 The estimate

A systems development department may not wish to implementthis technique in the full manner described in Figure 3.1.However,if it uses groups of people to prepare estimates, as werecommend,it should try to implement the main feature of theWideband Delpi Technique, which requires that the estimatorswrite downtheir estimates independently, and do not initiallydivulge them to other members of the group. This avoids theproblem of round-table discussions, where the views of theestimator with the strongest personality tend to dominate.
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Chapter 3 Choosing appropriate estimating techniques

ESTIMATING BY ANALOGY
Estimating by analogy involves matching the characteristics of the
proposed project to those of similar previous projects. This can,
of course, be doneonly if there is a documentedhistory of the
organisation☂s previous projects. The larger the history, the more
likely it is that similar projects will be found.
Several factors must be taken into account when selecting
previousprojects. It is important that the same developmentlife
cycle wasusedso that activities can be compared on a consistent
basis. The type of application should also be similar so that, for
example, a database project is compared with a database project,
and preferably with one that used the same database management
system and the same query language. Thesizes of the projects
should be similar. The relationship between size and effort or
timescale is not linear, and simple extrapolations will lead to
significant inaccuraciesin the resulting estimates. If there are no
projects of a similarsize in the database, an alternative estimating
technique should be used.

All organisations should have All organisations should haveestimating by analogy as oneof their
estimating by analogy as one basic techniques,since by its nature, it reflects the conditions of

of their techniques the organisation☂s particular development environment. It does
not, however, seem to be in widespread use among PEP members,
probably because few yet have relevant information about a
sufficiently large number of past projects.

THE TOP-DOWN ESTIMATING TECHNIQUE
The starting point of the top-down techniqueis an estimate of
the total effort and time required to complete one or more stages
of a project. These total values are then broken downinto stage-
by-stage estimates, and sometimes into activity estimates. The

In top-downestimating, a fixed method of doing this breakdownisto allocate a fixed percentage
percentage of total effort is of the total effort to each stage. A similar breakdownis often used

allocated to each stage to allocate the proportions of each gradeof staff to each stage.
In both cases, the percentages depend on the programming
language used. An example of the effort breakdown used by one
PEP memberis shown in Figure 3.2, overleaf.
The main benefit of the top-downtechniqueis that it does not
require a detailed knowledgeof the system design.It can therefore
be used at early stages of the project, and should be used as a
cross-check on the bottom-up technique. The top-down technique
is used in many of the commercially available estimating tools,
which are described in the next chapter.

THE BOTTOM-UP ESTIMATING TECHNIQUE
Bottom-up estimating starts from The bottom-up estimating technique starts from a detailed

a detailed breakdownof the breakdownofthe activities required to develop a system. Eachactivities required to activity is individually estimated, and thetotal estimated cost and
develop a system timescale are derived from these individual estimates. Each

activity should be expected to take no more than a few days.If
any activity is expected to take more than about two weeks, it
should be broken down into smaller activities because progress
monitoring, and hence, project control is more difficult if activities
take longer than this.

   jutler Cox pie 1990 21
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Figure 3.2 With the top-down estimating technique,total time andtotaleffort are broken downinto stage-by-stage estimates

The table gives guidelines for the proportion of the total project effort likely to bespent in each stage. The column headed PL/1 shows the figures for a typicalproject using PL/1 or a similar third-generation programming language. Thecolumn headed FOCUSshowsthe correspondingfigures for a typicaldevelopment using FOCUSora similar fourth-generation language. The columnheaded Telon showsthe correspondingfigures for a typical development usingTelon or a similar application generator. The figures quoted are for the samesize system, and hencegive anindication of the reduction in effort that resultsfrom using a fourth-generation language or an application generator.

Relativeeffort
New system : Enhancement system

Stage FOCUS| Telon FOCUS| Telon
Preliminary survey 1 1 4 rel
Feasibility study 1 il 1
System analysis 10
Business design AD
Technical design 9
Programming 2
Implementation 9planning
System testing 15
Acceptancetesting 5 11
Implementation 5
Total ; 94

 

 (Source: Lloyd☂s of London)   
The bottom-up technique should be used whenthe next one ortwostagesof a project are being plannedin detail. If a bottom-upestimate cannot be made, it may indicate that the current stagehas not been completed to a sufficiently detailed level.
A disadvantage of bottom-upestimates is that they do noteasilytake account of the large increases in effort that result fromshortening project timescales. (This effect is discussed in moredetail later in this chapter.) Even though bottom-up estimates mayappearto include everything that could contribute to the totaleffort, they must be complemented by other techniques to ensurethat the effects of timescale compression have been correctlyassessed, and also to provide an independentcross-check on therealism of the estimates.

MATHEMATICAL MODELS
Oneof the most widely used estimating techniques is a mathe-matical model of the relationship between the characteristics of Mathematical models fora system and its development environment, and the time and estimating relate size toeffort required to developit. In its simplest form, such a model the rate at which linesrelatessize to the rate at which lines of code are produced ♥ for of code are producedexample, 20 Cobol statements per man-day.
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The aim of a modelis to specify a formula that takes account of
the most importantfactors that determine the costs and timescales
of developing a system. A modelis, in effect, a formalised version
of estimating by analogy and must be tailored to each
organisation☂s style of development to give accurate results.
As wediscussed at the beginning of this chapter, all estimating
techniques require an estimate to be made of the size of the
system, and modelling techniques are no exception. Given an
estimate of the size, the formula can then be used to calculate
the likely effort and time required to develop the system. An array
of correction factors can be applied to the basic formula to take
account of the development team☂s productivity, the project☂s
complexity, and the development environment. Some of the
models include a correction factor to allow for the effect of
compressing timescales. These form a particular class of models,
knownas constraint models, which are described in the next
section.
Manyof the models that have been developed can be reduced to
the same basic formula, but with different parameters. This
formula, together with examples of particular models, is shown
in Figure 3.3. This figure showsthe wide range of effort and time
estimates producedby the different models for an ☁average☂ PEP

 
Figure 3.3 The basic formulae for calculating effort and time are used by several estimating models

Effort equation:
Effort = A.(Size)°

where Effort is measured in man-months, andSize in thousandsoflines of code. A, b are constants determined bythe particular model.

Schedule equation:
Time =C.(Effort)®

where Time is measured in months, and Effort is measured in man-months. C, d are constants, determined by the particular model

Some of the constants proposed for these formulae are given in the table below, in increasing order of ☁b☂.

The right-hand columns show the effort, time, and cost that would be estimated by each modelfor a program of 50,000lines of
code, and assuming a cost of £3,000 per man-month. For comparison, estimates obtained from Putnam's model for average
Pl and MBI are shown at the bottom ofthe table
 

 

  
Effort Time Cost

Model A b c d (man-months)| (months) (& thousand)

Watson-Felix (IBM) 52 0.91 2.47

|

0.35 183 15.3 548
Nelson (Software Development Corporation)

|

4.9 0.98

|

3.04

|

0.36 227 21.4 680
Freburger-Basili 1.48 1.02 4.38

|

0.25 80 on 240

COCOMO ♥ organic mode 2.4 105)

|

2:5 0.38 146 16.6 438
Herd 53 1.06 ♥ ♥ 335 = 4,005
COCOMO ♥ semi-detached mode 3.0 Le 5) 0.35 240 17.0 719
Frederic 2.43 1.18 ♥ _♥ 246 ♥ 737
COCOMO ♥ embedded mode 3.6 20/25 0.32 394 16.9 1,180
Phister 0.99 ATS = ♥ 145 = 435
Jones. 1.0 1.40 _♥ ♥ 239 = rAlre
Watson-Felix 1.12 1.43 _ _ 301 = 903
Halstead 0.70 1.50 ♥ = QAT = 742

Values from the Putnam modelwith Pl=15,
MBI=3 84 10.7 252         
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project. Other models using linear relationships, look-up tables,
and other mathematical functions, have also been developed. The
estimates produced by QSM☂s SLIM tool, which is based on
Putnam☂s model and uses a mathematical function known as a
Rayleigh curve, are included in the figure for comparison.
The importantpoint to note from thelist of models in Figure 3.3 There is wide variability in
is the variability of the parameters and the resulting estimates. models☂ parameters and inEach model wasderivedbystatistical analysis of the size, effort, the resulting estimates
and time data for a set of projects from within the same organi-
sation, or for the same general type of project, and represents the
best fit with that particular set of projects. The differences
between the models is a consequence of the variability in the
development environments betweenthesets of projects. It doesnot indicate that some of the models must be ☁wrong☂, or, indeed,
better than others.
It can be seen from this brief description of the models that thereis a wide variety to choose from, but that the choice of model must The choice of model must bebe based on its fit with an organisation☂s own development basedon its fit with an organi-environment.In choosing a model, an organisation must analyse sation☂s own developmentits ownhistoric data to decide whichis the most suitable. Several environmentPEP membershavedonethis by ☁replaying☂ historic data throughthe models to see which gives the most consistently accurateestimates. Alternatively, if sufficient historic data is available,PEP membersmightcarry outa statistical analysis to determinethe parametersfor the basic formula that best matches their data,or even to determine a different formula.
The models described above use lines of code as their measure A function-point count may beof size. Many organisations, however, are now counting function converted to an estimate ofpoints rather than lines of code. A function-point count may be effort by one of twoconverted to an estimate of effort by one of two methods: methods
♥ Thefirst methodis for a systems development departmentto analyse its own projects to determine a productivity ratein function points per man-month, and to use this valuedirectly. Some PEP membersare alreadyusing this approach.It is likely to produce more accurate estimates than lines-of-code-based models for development activities such asspecification, documentation, and training, whose scopeisdetermined by functionality rather than program size. Thisapproachis, however,likely to be too simplistic for estimatingmain-build time and effort because it takes no accountof theeffect of time pressure, or of the relationship between therate of function-point delivery and size of project. A newestimating tool (Before You Leap Mark II) incorporates amodel that directly converts Mark II function points intoestimates of effort and time for the main-build and otherstages of the life cycle. The details of the model on whichthe tool is based have not, however, been released.
♥ The second method converts functionpointsto lines of code.Typical conversion factors for some of the more commonprogramming languages are shownin Figure 3.4. (A morecompletelist can be found in PEP Paper12, Figure 1.5.) Thesefactors are used to convert a function-point countto a lines-of-code count, which can then be inputto one of the modelsdescribed earlier.
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 Figure 3.4 For each programming language, there is some consistency
between the numberof lines of code and the number of
function points
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CONSTRAINT MODELS

The estimates for effort and time for a particular size of system
produced byall of the models discussed so far are based on the
assumption that there are no constraints either on the

Estimates should be adjusted to development schedule or on the peak size of the project team.
take account of timescale or Often, however, a system needs to be developed within a

staffing constraints particular timescale, or with a limited numberof staff. To derive
an estimate under these conditions,it is not sufficient merely to
compress or expand the same amountofeffort into a shorter or
longer time. Several researchers have investigated the nature of
the trade-off between time andeffort for a givensize of system.
They have all found that shortening the timescale leads to a
disproportionate increase in effort, and that there is a minimum
time below whichit is impossible to develop the system, no matter
how manypeople are assigned to its development. One of the best
known descriptions of this effect is given in the book, The
Mythical Man-Month, by Frederick P Brooks (published in 1982
by Addison-Wesley).

Several models, knownas constraint models, have been developed
in an attemptto calculate the effects of timescale constraints on
manpower, andvice versa. A comparison of some of these models
is shownin Figure 3.5, overleaf. PEP membersshould be familiar

There is agreement that effort with the Putnam model shownin this figure. All models are in
increases as the timescale is agreement that effort increases as the timescale is shortened,

shortened... although there are considerable variationsin the magnitude of
such effects. There is less agreement onthe effect of lengthening
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Figure 3.5 Several models have been developed in an effort tocalculate the effects of constraints on estimates

All models are in agreement that effort increases as the timescale is
shortened, but there is less agreement about the effect of lengthening thetimescale.

AIncreasingJensen Putnam the effort| 14

DSN☂, CocoMo
A iSK      

  

 

Decreasing -- Increasingthe timescale the timescaleI >06 O07 1.3 14

Decreasing
1 the efforty 

The numbers on the axes are the valuesfor effort and timescale relativeto the estimated values assuming no constraints.   
the timescales, with some models showingthat effort increases,and others that it decreases. Data collected by PEPindicates thatthere appears to be an optimum developmenttime, which for pro-jects of between 20,000 and 50,000 lines of code, is about ninemonths. Beyondthis time, there is a tendencyforeffort to increase,because staff turnover increases and the requirements change.
As with the mathematical models described earlier, the reasonthat different researchers have found different relationships isthat each organisation respondsdifferently to constraints. It isdifficult to determine the exact relationships for any particularorganisation, because controlled experiments with the samesystem being developed under different time or staffing con-straints are not practical. The relationship between timecompression and effort is, however, very important since, asFigure 3.5 shows, all the models agree that shortening the
timescale increases the effort significantly.
A constraint model should form an essential part of everyorganisation☂s estimating ☁toolkit☂. It is particularly important touse onein theinitial planning stages of a project. Developers areoften under pressure to shorten timescales, and simultaneouslyto reduce costs. The use of a constraint model, particularly if
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supported by a software tool, allows developers to discuss with
their customers thevariousoptionsfor striking a balance between
functionality, delivery date, and cost. The customer can then
decide whetherit is worth paying a premium for early delivery
of asystem, and the development managercan avoid being placed
in a position where he is committed to an impossible delivery
schedule.

We haveseenin this chapter that there are many techniques
available to help in the estimating process. While they havecertain
features in common ♥ for example, theyall depend onaninitial
measure of the system☂s size, and theyall rely to some extent on
subjective assessments ♥ each also has unique features, which
meansthat they should not be implemented inisolation. As we
explain in Chapter 4, techniques need to be implemented in the
context of an overall project-control framework to ensure that
tools are selected to support them where appropriate, that they
are calibrated for the development environmentof each individual
organisation, and that they provide adequate coverage of the
whole developmentlife cycle.
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Chapter 4

Selecting and implementing the techniques

In the previous chapter, we described several techniques that can
be used for estimating the effort and time required to develop
a system. These techniques cannotbe usedin isolation, but must
form part of a consistent estimating and project-control frame-
work. In particular, those involved in implementing estimating
techniques must choose a set of techniques to ensure that the mostappropriate one is always available at any particular stage of adevelopment project ♥ no one technique providesthe best results
at every stage of the systems developmentlife cycle. Once the
techniques have been chosen,consideration can be given to themerits of using software tools to support them. Of course, sinceno technique can be expected to model the characteristics of everyorganisation☂s development environment, the tools will always
have to be calibrated before they can be used.

USE DIFFERENT TECHNIQUES AT DIFFERENT
STAGES IN THE LIFE CYCLE
In Chapter 2, we recommendedthat estimates should be revisedat the end of each stage in the developmentlife cycle. Theinformation available at the endof successive stages increases asthe project progresses. At the beginningof a project, verylittleis known about the required system, apart from the generalrequirements. As the project proceeds, the business requirementsare identifiedin detail, a technical design is completed, and codeis produced. To produce the most accurate estimates at each stage,it is essential to use all the information thatis available, and themost appropriate estimating techniques. We indicate below thepossible combinations of techniques for each stage. Thesecombinationsare not exhaustive; circumstances maydictate that
other techniques be used instead.
Before a project is authorised, the cost/benefit analysis will requirethat estimates be made ofthe total cost andthe delivery date forthe system. These estimates formthebasis of the decision aboutwhether to proceed with the proposed system. Sometimes, theseestimates may be producedbefore thestart of the feasibility study,but they should always be producedor revised at the endofthatstage. When preparing the total cost and timescale estimates, itis usually advisable to examine the effects of altering thetimescales or of limiting staff numbers. The customer can thenchoose a timescale that maximises the net benefit from thedevelopment and the project manager can plan how to obtainadditionalstaff, if this is necessary. The techniques available forproducing the cost and time estimates at this stage are mainlyanalogy and expertjudgement(using, for example, the WidebandDelphi Technique). The overall estimates produced from thisprocess can be used to derive cost estimates and staffing profilesforindividualstages, using the top-down technique, which could

The information available for
estimating purposes at the
end of successive stages
increases as the pro-
Jject progresses

Estimatesof the total cost and
delivery date should be pro-
ducedor revised at the end
of the feasibility stage
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then befed into a constraint model(together with the size of the
system) to investigate the impacts of different timescales and
staffing levels.

At the end of the business- At the end of the business-requirements stage, enough informa-
requirements stage, model- tion will be available to use modelling techniques based on counts

ling techniques are

_

of function points. An estimate of the numberoflines of code
EDDEODUAES can also be madeat this point, based on a preliminary technical

design,or by converting the function-point count. A lines-of-code-
based modelcan then be used to produce overall estimates. If data
flow diagrams have been produced, techniques such as System
Bang can be used. The top-downtechniquewill provide a useful
cross-check at this stage. If, for example, experience showsthat
the effort required to develop any project as far as the end of the
business-requirementsstage is typically 20 per cent of the total
effort, the remaining effort can be estimated as being four times
that which has already been spent.

The completion of the detailed technical design is the next point
at which significant new informationis available. This information
can be used to make more accurate estimates of both function
points or lines of code, which can then be fed into a modelto give
estimates of time and effort for the remaining stages of the
project. At this point,it is particularly important to use constraint
models again, to ensure that the plannedstaffing levels are cost-
effective and that the planned timescale is achievable.

Before embarking on the system and acceptancetesting stages,
some organisations need estimates of how long the testing will
take. Others are constrained by the fact that the system has to
go live on a certain date, and the estimate, if any is madeatall,
is likely to be of the reliability that will be achieved by that date,
rather thanof the effort thatit will take to complete the system

Atthe testing stage, estimates tests. The amount of system testing depends very much on the
are made by analogy with viewsof a particular organisation. The main methodsof estimating

previous projects at this stage are therefore by analogy with previousprojects, and
a bottom-up estimate, composedof estimates for each individual
test or group of tests. The top-down technique can give a useful
cross-check, based on the knowledge that system testing takes,
say, 10 per cent of the total development effort.

At the end of each stage of development, the project manager
needsto producedetailed plans for the next stage. These should
usually be producedusing bottom-up estimating. On its own,this
is not sufficient, however, since no accountis taken of the effects
of time compression. Bottom-up estimates for the next stage

More than one estimate should should therefore always be compared with an estimate produced
always be produced, and any from a model or from the application of the top-down technique.

discrepancies resolved Any discrepancies between the different estimates should be
understood and resolved.

The application of these techniques throughout the development
life cycle is shownin Figure 4.1, overleaf. The life cycle shown
is the traditional sequential development. Many organisations now
use otherlife cycles, such as prototyping anditerative develop-
ment, and the details of the techniques that are most appropriate
at various stages would needto be developed by each organisation
for its own environment. The two key principles, however ♥
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Figure 4.1 Different estimating techniques are appropriate for different stages of the developmentlife cycle

The ticks indicate the techniques that may be usedat the end of each stage to produce estimates for subsequent stages. There
are therefore noticks in the system and acceptancetest column, becauseat the endofthis stage, the project is complete.

Stage of thelife cycle
System andFeasibility Business Technical Code and acceptanceTechnique Initiation study design design unit test test

Wideband Delphi re eE eS
Analogy re re a pe ee.
Mathematical models (size
specified in function points) a ae ae
Mathematical models (size
specified in lines of code) Ke ee
Mathematical models (size
specified in design metrics) ☜

Constraint models ve ve aed

Top-down e re a e v
Bottom-up es v re re

y~ Useful
wv ery useful

choosing the most appropriate techniques at each stage, and using
more than one technique wheneverestimates are produced ♥
remain valid.

CONSIDER USING SOFTWARE TOOLS TO SUPPORT
THE TECHNIQUES
At least 15 different software tools for estimating are
commercially available in the United Kingdom. Many of them
implement oneor other of the mathematical or constraint models
and other estimating techniques described in Chapter 3. The main
facilities provided by these tools are shownin Figure 4.2. Most
of the available tools can be calibrated to make them consistent
with the unique characteristics of each organisation☂s develop- Withoutcalibration, an esti-
ment environment. Without such calibration, an estimating tool mating tool will provide
will provide only limited benefits. only limited benefits
Before selecting a tool, it is essential to decide precisely which
estimating techniques and models best suit the organisation. Only
when these techniques have been selected and the procedures
for estimating have been defined should consideration be given
to the possibility of using a softwaretool.It is vital that the tools Tools should always be selected
should be selected to support the technique, and not the other to support a technique, not
Way around. vice versa
Nevertheless, it is perfectly possible to produce good estimates
without the useof a tool, so an organisation should not purchase
a tool just becauseit feels it ought to have one. As we haveseen,
many of the models are based on a simple formula, and can be
run on a pocketscientific calculator. The software tools do not
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 Figure 4.2 Software tools to support estimating techniques provide a wide range of facilities
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therefore provide a quicker or more accurate means of estimating
than could be achieved manually at a fraction of the cost.

It is also possible to develop a tool in-house ♥ Anglian Water, in
conjunction with Barbara Kitchenham of the National Computing
Centre, is doing just this because none of the available tools
provided the kind of support that was suitable for Anglian Water☂s
estimating methods. We have been told that this tool may be
marketed commercially later in 1990.

The main benefit of estimating tools is that they ensure a
consistent approach to estimating. Most of them ask the user a
sequence of questions to ascertain various characteristics of the
system and the development environment. The samelife-cycle
model is used each time, although with many tools, the user is
given the opportunity to delete unwanted activities or to insert
new ones. A toolwill also ensure that the calculations are done
correctly each time, although the user must be careful to enter
data correctly and be aware of the large differences in the
estimates that can sometimes result from small changes in the
input data.

Most of the commonly available tools are PC-based, and use the
various features of standard PC interfaces, such as pull-down
menus, colour displays, and windows. This gives them the
appearanceof beingeasytouse, althoughit is arguable whether
these features are really necessary to input the relatively small
numberof data items that most of the tools require. Most of them
also provide report-generation facilities, which can be used to
representthe estimates, resources, and timescales both as tables
and graphically in the form of pie charts, histograms, and
cumulative-effort graphs.
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One of the main benefits of the user interface and graphical
reports would seem to be their ability to facilitate communication
between developers and users. Results of ☁what-if☂ modelling can
be shown graphically and immediately, and the user can be
directly involved in deciding what trade-offs to make between
cost, timescale, and functionality. A feature of some tools, which
could be important to someusers, is the ability to transfer the
estimates produced into project-planning tools, such as PMW.
Someof the commercially available tools are shownin Figure 4.3,
which also shows someof the facilities listed in Figure 4.2 that
they provide. One of the newest tools shown in thefigure is Newerestimating tools are basedEstimator, an expert-system-based product from BIS Applied on expert-system techniques
Systems. This will be delivered to a new customerwith a set of
standard ☁rules☂. The user will supply the answers to questions
based on theserules, and usingits inference engine, the system
will derive an estimate. The tool is being designed so thatorganisations can add their ownrules, based on their ownproject
data. Since this tool is not scheduled for release until towards theend of 1990, thereis no experience yet of how it worksin practice.
However,it appears to offer a way of ☁remembering☂ the lessons
learned from past projects without being constrained to work intermsof conventional sizing measures, such as function points orlines of code, which themselvesneedto be estimated, particularly
in the early stages of the development.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              
Figure 4.3 The software estimating tools available in the United Kingdom provide a range of features
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Size determined from characteristics of the development, such as the complexity of the organisational involvement and geographicfactors.
®) Details of the method used by the modelto construct estimates are not published.   

CALIBRATE TOOLS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT
ENVIRONMENT
We emphasised in Chapter 3 that any model must be calibrated
with reference to an organisation☂s previous projects (and hence,
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the tools that supportit) before it can produce useful estimates.
If there has not been sufficient time to build up a record of past
projects, the standard default values supplied with the tools can
be used, but they are unlikely to give very accurate results. In
these circumstances,it is even more important than normal to use
more than one estimating technique.
Many of the models contain large numbers of parameters that
adjust the basic estimates to allow for factors such as complexity,

The possible settings for most skill, and reliability requirements. The possible settings for most
parameters have not been of these parameters appear to be have been derived by ☁expert

derivedby rigorous assessment☂, rather than by rigorousstatistical analysis. Research
statistical analysis has shown, however,that setting these parameters requires a high

level of subjective judgement. Webelieve that a better approach
is to apply a single multiplying factorto the basic estimates, with
the factor being set for each class of project (database, main-
tenance, prototyping, and so on). This factor effectively replaces
the ☁A☂ and ☁C☂ parameters defined in Figure 3.3.

Problems with calibration often Some of the potential problems with calibration relate to
relate to interpretingthe inputs interpreting the inputs required by the tool. The CA-Estimacstool,

required by the tool which is being used, oris ontrial, by a number of PEP members,
appears to have problemsin this area. The tool asks the user a
series of questions such as, ☁☁what is the complexity of the
organisational involvement?☝ Theuserhasto select a reply from
values representing a range, from simple to complex. Thetoolis
indirectly trying to build up a function-point-related score, but
both the meaning of the question, and howbest to answerit are
difficult to determine objectively, and different responses can
result in significant differences in the estimates provided by the
tool. The experience of PEP membersis thatsignificant amounts
of effort need to be put into the task of understanding this
particular tool. However, CA-Estimacsis unlikely to be unique
in this respect, as a significant effort is required to calibrateall
the tools, and to learn how bestto interpret the results.

Tools must be recalibrated It is important that the estimating group regularly recalibrates the
regularly tools. In most organisations, the development environmentis

continuously changing, and the systems development department
should be continually improving its productivity. It is not
necessary to wait until the end of a project to collect data for
calibration purposes. The end of each stage should produce
measurementsthat can be used to updatethe historical database
of projects. Waiting until the end of a project will probably add
at least a year☂s delay to the process, whereas the need for most
organisations is to collect as much data as quickly as possible.
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Chapter 5

Improving the process of estimating

It is undoubtedly difficult to produce accurate estimates of the
costs and timescales for systems development projects because
the process is inherently imprecise and not well understood.
Figure 5.1 lists the basic ingredients of a more rigorous approach
to estimating, which will provide PEP members with a more
realistic basis on which to make plans for the business.
 

Figure 5.1 Action checklist
 Nominate someoneto be responsible for improving estimatesin the
organisation.
Build up a group of part-time estimators.
Educate users to understandthat estimates have a rangeof uncertainty, and
that the uncertainty diminishes as the project progresses.
Use a range of estimating techniques, choosing onesthat are appropriate for
each stage of the developmentlife cycle.
Choose a modelthatfits with the way in which projects are developed.
Use constraint models to assessthe effects of timescale compression andstaffconstraints.
Consider the use of software tools to support the chosen estimating techniquesand models.
Collect data about past projects.
Usethis data for estimating by analogy, and for calibrating models and the tools
that support them.   
 

As organisations come to rely more and more on systems tosupporttheir business, it is imperative that the systems develop-
ment department and its customers work together to produce
reliable estimates, and to set achievable andcost-effective targets
for systems development. The guidelines in this paper should
provide the basis for better performance by the systems
development department, and morerealistic expectations on the
part of customers, thereby avoiding the ☁blame culture☂ that
prevails in many organisations.
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Butler Cox
Butler Cox is an independent, international
consulting companyspecialising in areas relating to
information technology.
The company offers a unique blend of high-level
commercial perspective and in-depth technical
expertise, a capability which in recent years has been
put to the service of many of the world☂s largest and
most successful organisations.
Butler Cox provides a range of consulting services
both to organisations that are major users of
information technology and to suppliers of
information technology products.
Consulting for Users
Supporting clients in establishing the right oppor-
tunities for the use of information technology,
selecting appropriate equipment and software, and
managingits introduction and development.
Consulting for Suppliers
Supporting major information technology andtele-
communications suppliers in assessing opportunities,
formulating market strategies, and completing
acquisitions and mergers.
Foundation
The Foundation is a service for senior managers
responsible for information management in major
enterprises. It provides insights and guidance to help
them to manage information systems and technology
moreeffectively for the benefit of their organisation.
Education
The Cranfield IT Institute, a wholly owned subsidiary
of the Butler Cox Group, educates systems
specialists, IT managers, line managers, and pro-
fessionals to understand more fully how to apply and
use today☂s technology.

PEP
The Butler Cox Productivity Enhancement
Programme (PEP) is a participative service whose
goal is to improve productivity in application systems
development.
It provides practical help to systems development
managers andidentifies the specific problems that
prevent them from using their development
resources effectively. At the same time, the
programme keeps these managers abreast of the
latest thinking and experience of experts and
practitioners in the field.
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 PEP
The programmeconsists of individual guidance for
each subscriber in the form of a productivity
assessment, and also publications and forum
meetings common to all subscribers.
Productivity Assessment
Each subscribing organisation receives a confidential
managementassessmentofits systems development
productivity. The assessment is based on a
comparison of key development data from selected
subscriber projects against a large comprehensive
database. It is presented in a detailed report and
subscribers are briefed at a meeting with Butler Cox
specialists.
Meetings
Each quarterly PEP forum meeting focuses on the
issues highlighted in the previous PEP Paper. The
meetings give participants the opportunity to discuss
the topic in detail and to exchange views with
managers from other member organisations.
PEP Papers
Four PEP Papers are produced each year. They
concentrate on specific aspects of system
development productivity and offer practical advice
based on recent research and experience. The topics
are selected to reflect the concerns of the members
while maintaining a balance between management
and technical issues.
Previous PEP Papers
4 Requirements Definition: The Key to System

Development Productivity
5 Managing Productivity in Systems Develop-

ment
Managing Contemporary System Development
Methods

7 Influence on Productivity of Staff Personality
and Team Working
Managing Software Maintenance
Quality Assurance in Systems Development

0 Making Effective Use of Modern Development
Tools

11 Organising the Systems Development Depart-
ment

12 Trends in Systems Development Among PEP
Members

13 Software Testing
14 Software Quality Measurement
15 Application Packages
16 Project Estimating
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Forthcoming PEP Papers
Leading and Motivating Development Teams
Managing Small Projects
Involving Users in Systems Development
The Impact of CASE
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